
Policy: NA5 Buckland Barton

RSPBConsultee ID: 223 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

This site falls within the foraging range of a cirl bunting breeding territory recorded in the most recent national survey in 2009. The RSPB recommends appropriate 
survey to inform necessary on-site mitigation and off-site habitat provision.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Haccombe-with-Combe Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 16579 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The Parish is concerned about proposed development as detailed in NA4 Milber and NA5 Buckland Barton. The total number of houses proposed will significantly 
change the nature and characteristics of the Parish increasing the housing stock by 50% from 326 to 480. 

Key concerns are:

1. Serious traffic issues NA4 and NA5

- Shaldon Road is already inadequate for the amount of traffic and size of vehicles travelling along it.  The proposal will create  additional traffic problems and 
exacerbate the current noise, air pollution, driver and pedestrian safety.

- St Marychurch Road, in particular, is already over-used and dangerous.  Further development would exacerbate the problem.

- The new junction Long Lane and Marychurch Road will have sight restrictions; will cause large vehicles when turning to use the whole width of road, and vehicles will 
back up causing slower passage.

- Parishioners object to and are appalled by Teignbridge District Council’s proposal to build houses simply to fund a road which Centrax should be responsible for 
funding as part of their original planning application.

- The proposed road will simply create a dangerous ‘rat-run’.

- The proposal for sustainable transport is unrealistic

2. Historical features will be damaged NA4 and NA5

Organisation
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Teignbridge District Council has selected a historical piece of land.  Historic footpaths, bridleways and ancient hedgerow will be lost forever.  A representative of the 
Secretary of State looking into the Centrax development stated that there should be no development affecting the ancient hedge. The requirement for a programme 
of archaeological investigation work has still to be undertaken before the Centrax development can proceed.

3. Walking and Cycling route  proposals NA4 and NA5

These are ill-thought out.  They would simply be too dangerous to use.

4. Playing Fields NA4 and NA5

Greater use of the existing pitches at Long Lane when they are upgraded will provide sufficient capacity and exceeds the the requirement as set out in the Core 
Strategy. However no provision has been made in Buckland in an area which has poor provision.

5. Negative impact on beautiful rural area 

Essentially we believe this is a beautiful area which will affect not only but this parish, but its neighbours in Newton Abbot who also enjoy the rural aspect of this 
parish. The parish is a showcase for Teignbridge celebrating the area’s wonderful natural setting, with a wealth of wildlife assets and a rich cultural heritage and these 
proposals NA4 and NA5 goes against the strategic policies;  EN5 heritage asset , EN8 Biodiversity Protection and Enhancement, EN10 Sensitive to change, EN11 
Important species, EN12 Trees and Hedgerows.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20387 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21231 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Barn Owl TrustConsultee ID: 16879 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Organisation
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

CPRE Teignbridge BranchConsultee ID: 17084 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Can you also please answer whether,if these protections apply to assist with Planning Policy and Planning Applications,then the proposed development sites 
TE1/TE2/TE3 West of Teignmouth; KS2 Ware Barton; NA4 Milber ; NA5 Buckland Barton,all of which intrude onto the Teign Estuary,should be permitted ?
If they are please explain how this is not giving a precedent and green light for creeping development along the whole estuary ?

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17107 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17230 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17352 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17417 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 17460 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17509 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17518 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17547 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17560 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

The Mare & Foal SanctuaryConsultee ID: 17975 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Organisation
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I represent the Mare & Foal Sanctuary of the above address and am writing to inform you of our objections to the Development Plan, section NA5 – Buckland Barton, 
for the following reasons.

For the benefit of clarity, I have overlaid on the attached map the referred boundaries.

Access
•	The additional road joining onto Buckland Road. Buckland Road is a country lane which serves several houses, businesses and the Buckland Waste Water Treatment 
Centre. The latter requires significant numbers of large lorries along this narrow road (I estimate around 50 tankers a day) and even if additional footpaths or 
cycleways were provisioned it would only increase the risk to pedestrians and cyclists.
•The significant amount of additional traffic generated by new housing will seriously impact upon the surrounding road network, and particularly the junctions with 
Shaldon Road, which are already struggling to cope.

Visual Impact
•This location is visually very exposed and will extend the estate beyond the sensible rounding off that has happened to date. However careful the landscaping along 
the northern boundary any development will have a strong negative impact on the local landscape from an almost 180 degree aspect.

Amenities
•No mention is given of increasing amenities to cater for the additional 60 proposed households. The nearest local playground is a significant distance down a steep 
hill. The nearest shop is a considerable walk into lower Buckland.  This will result in more housing in a non-sustainable location where those without access to cars 
have difficulty accessing local services. This is contrary to the overall aims of the Core Strategy.
•	There is no obvious provision for public open space and amenities for children and young people.   This area is already blighted with nuisance crime by bored 
children and this will inevitably increase if more houses are built without regard to amenity provision. 

Local Impact
•The land identified as Beech Tree Paddocks has had significant numbers of arson and vandalism reports over the past two years which are believed to be linked to its 
proximity to the Buckland Barton estate. The proposal would extend the estate boundary closer to within 135m and inevitably lead to an increase in such problems.
•	Honeysuckle Farm is home to the Mare & Foal Sanctuary. It is the largest Horse and Pony Sanctuary within Devon and Cornwall and a hugely important resource for 
animal welfare, as well as possibly the second largest employer east of the A38 in Newton Abbot. The distance of its boundary to the edge of the estate will also be 
shortened from 275m to approximately 135m. The injured and recovering horses at the Sanctuary require calm and quiet to recover from sometimes horrific injuries 
and trauma. The Sanctuary has already had previous cases where these horses in need have been stressed or attacked by children and animals from Buckland Barton 
Estate (including children throwing stones at animals, vandalising or breaking fences and a bull terrier savaging a miniature horse). Bringing the Estate closer and 
removing the existing green buffer can only increase the risk of this happening again and again.

Conclusion

Whilst we support the aims of the Core Strategy in providing housing and employment in the area we strongly feel that this should not be to the detriment of existing 
businesses. There is always the potential for conflict where the urban area meets the countryside but this can be reduced by choosing areas for expansion where a 
suitable buffer can be maintained, and we contend that this is not possible at Buckland.

Change To Policy:
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 18922 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

A further entry/exit for the Buckland Estate needs investigation rather than leaving it solely to the Pen inn route. Specific consideration should be given to Leisure, a 
Secondary School and Improving infrastucture which has been for some time at breaking point.

Change To Policy:

Councillor

(Cllr) Newton Abbot Town CouncilConsultee ID: 18934 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Councillor

Consultee ID: 20006 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20368 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20375 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20382 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20383 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20392 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20518 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20732 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20814 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Buckland Barton area has potential for about 60 new homes - where will the traffic go?  Down Shaldon Road to Penn Inn roundabout?  Sound familiar?

The site will include on site areas for recreation - will this be to share with Milber?  Perhaps there is no need for a further 7 hectares at Milber.  

Individual
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The area will be landscaped to respect the sensitive areas - what about the sensitive areas in Milber eg Roman Road and fort?

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20840 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20855 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20868 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20937 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The proposals, as they are currently structured we consider to be potentially damaging to the area, the road infrastructure, wildlife and very possibly employment and 
the environment in general. Consequently we would like to see amendments to your proposed strategy. 

The roads leading to and from Pen Inn and in particular the Shaldon Road and the Marychurch Road are already over used, are in poor repair and not fit to act as main 
arterial roads. They cannot and do not cope with traffic at peak times. At certain times and especially during the tourism season we find it very difficult to travel from 
lower Netherton into Newton Abbot. Your plan would impact negatively on this and therefore could act against retailing in Newton Town Centre, tourism and 
anyone's ability to commute/travel in either direction. We are also very concerned that the essential services could take far too long to reach rural dwellers.

Long lane is effectively an eastern border between town and country. Your own document refers to this (see page 74) and we feel that the Haccombe 'valley should 
be protected in its current state, and very possibly be put forward as an area of outstanding Natural Beauty. To place houses at the end of long lane/Marychurch Road 
would distract immeasurably from this environmentally important area. The sky line would change for ever, and is wholly unacceptable. Also this area teems

Individual
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with wildlife including Deer, Owls and Bats and to disturb this fine balance may lose this all important habitat for ever.
More homes at Buckland Barton would only add to the misery of commuters as already pointed out above.

In summary we accept that development has to take place, but the plan in the proposed document simply would not work. Far more consideration needs to be given 
to the ability of roads to cope with ever increasing volumes of traffic. Areas of conservation such as the Haccombe Valley and all the way through to 
Combeinteignhead and through Buckland Barton to the Teign Estuary should be protected at all cost: their current status enhanced. Building should be confined to 
areas that do
not impact on environmentally rich and sensitive countryside. There is still plenty available, we accept that is becoming more difficult to find.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20964 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21038 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21045 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

This is an extension to an existing development and appears to incorporate elements which consder the environment and the residents well-being.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21071 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21132 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21140 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

as for S14

Change To Policy:

as for S14 plus no development will be permited wihch would impact Cirl Bunting habitat.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21164 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21196 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Newton Abbot Community Interest CompanyConsultee ID: 21198 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 21223 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21235 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21252 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21260 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21262 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Leave it alone. What exactly is the local need? How many people are waiting to live here?

Change To Policy:

Leave it alone.. the cirl buntings will be ok then!

Individual

Consultee ID: 21279 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21283 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21475 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

We are writing to officially voice our concerns and objections to the proposed building on Buckland Barton NA5.

The field in question, called Marl Field on the Buckland Barton Estate map of 1778 and the Tithe Map of 1839, falls within the rural area of Haccombe with Combe 
parish, part of the Kerswell with Combe ward, and not Newton Abbot. The same applies to the proposed building in Milber. Although we are acutely aware of the 
need for affordable housing, the building of such housing needs to be within an area that is able to offer employment opportunities, and those who have been in the 
unfortunate position of having to find work, of which we have personal experience, will know only too well that Newton Abbot has little to offer, and it appears that 
unless there is a influx of manufacturing industries and commercial businesses within Newton Abbot to serve all the prospective employees expected to occupy the 
vast number of houses being built, or
proposed, we fail to see how the matter will improve. Most seeking employment find themselves travelling, which they can ill afford, to other areas such as Exeter, 
where new towns are being built specifically for the purpose of supplying homes with employment nearby. 

Marl Field, as you are well aware, is Cirl Bunting territory, and we have been told that the institutions with an interest in this, the R.S.P.B. etc., have been informed. 
Any further building on the field will be detrimental to the wildlife resident in this field or in the adjacent woodland, and once it has been lost will be lost forever. We 
think ourselves very fortunate to live in this rural area, and one thing, amongst others, that will be inflicted on us by the new houses will be light pollution; petty as 
that might be, but an integral element of being rural.

The existing road past Marl Field is used by some exceptional traffic; large tankers to the water treatment works, lorries and vans to the Cavanna Homes site, horse 
boxes and horses belonging to the Mare and Foal Sanctuary, farmers tractors, and walkers of all sorts taking the opportunity to enjoy the countryside on their 
doorstep - an experience that will be ruined for them if the proposal goes ahead. A new road is proposed to join this road from the site of the new houses adding 
traffic to the existing road and the junction onto Haytor Drive. Large tankers have difficulty in negotiating the turn into Buckland Road from Haytor Drive at the best of 
times, but with extra traffic using the junction an altercation would be inevitable.

We objected to the last phase of building on this site because of the increase in traffic exiting the estate via Shaldon Road, and now there will be even more traffic, 
coupled with increased traffic from the extended Centrax works, onto a road that, at the bottom end of the hill nearest the traffic lights, has, as proved by 
photographic evidence, been little altered or improved since the early 1900's. Anyone who has spent time in the morning queue would have been able to marvel at its 
antiquity, especially when a large vehicle is attempting to proceed past the queue where there is little room to do so. The same can be said for the St Marychurch 
Road where the new Milber road is proposed to join, which is a notorious accident blackspot.
We know the Kingskerswell by-pass will greatly improve travel to Torbay, but will do little to improve the traffic flow from Shaldon Road, and the continual congestion 

Individual
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experienced on this road is, we know, a cause for many residents selling their houses and moving out of the area. 

We very much hope that you read, and take note of, what we have written, and we also hope that you will come to the conclusion that there is enough new build in 
Newton Abbot which, we are afraid to say, is to the detriment of the town, and that you will see that a wildlife sensitive, historic rural area should be left untouched.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21508 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

1. Visual Impact and Loss of Identity

Buckland Barton is situated outside the boundaries of the urban town of Newton Abbot, being a small rural area which lies within the ancient parish of Haccombe 
with Combe (which historically formed part of the Wonford Hundred).

The boundary dividing the urban town of Newton Abbot from this area is clearly defined.

As soon as this boundary is crossed by the proposed building works, Buckland Barton will completely lose forever its precious identity as it is integrated into urban 
Newton Abbot and becomes a further extension of the Buckland Estate. The visual impact on the rural area of Buckland Barton as the fields become swallowed up by 
housing would be devastating.
 
In no way does the proposal "respect and protect the unique character and environment of our local area" (quote taken from Plan Teignbridge document). Does 
Teignbridge have no pride left in its heritage when it can seek to destroy the character and identity of a small but beautiful and historic area, especially one that still 
contains a very unique part of our history,
namely the 16117tlt century Buckland Barton House, listed by English Heritage in 1955. 

2. Traffic Impact

There are already existing safety issues in respect of Buckland Road, namely:  

Type of Traffic

With the building twenty years ago of the Waste Water Treatment Works, Buckland Road became part of the route for all vehicles to and from the site. As the 
Teignbridge area has expanded so obviously has the number of vehicles using this route to and from the treatment works. Six days a week, at any time from before 7 
am in the morning to 7 pm at night, the
road is used by large tankers, tractors, South West Water vehicles and associated traffic. To add to this already existing heavy vehicular traffic load, the volume has 
been considerably increased as Buckland Road is the route for all staff, delivery (horse boxes, lorries, trailer vehicles etc) and visitor traffic to the Mare and Foal 
Sanctuary which became resident at Honeysuckle Farm in 2005.

Individual
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Furthermore,, the road also has to take Cavanna Homes vehicles and associated delivery traffic using its base in Buckland Barton. 

Access

The access into Buckland Road, Buckland Barton is via a crossroads at the junction of Haytor Drive/Buckland Road. The turn into Buckland Road is not easy for the 
tankers, lorries and tractors due to their size and weight, added to which they are coming down a hill (Haytor Drive) into a blind turn. All too often the turn is made on 
the wrong side of the road resulting in any vehicle at the junction trying to make an exit from Buckland Road being in a very vulnerable and dangerous position.

Pedestrians

The Buckland Barton area is extremely small in terms of population. Currently therefore the amount of pedestrians using Buckland Road is very small with the 
majority of residents using vehicles for their journeys.

This is just as well as it is an indisputable fact that large tankers, tractors and lorries do not mix well with pedestrians.

It seems inconceivable therefore that whilst Teignbridge propose the building of housing, which by its very nature will bring an influx of children, parents with 
pushchairs, cyclists and elderly, they plan to provide an access road on to Buckland Road where there exists a dangerous mix of heavy goods vehicular traffic.

Congestion

Congestion already exists with access on to the Shaldon Road from Haytor Drive especially at peak times and when Centrax employees are commencing/leaving work. 
To place additional housing in the area is therefore only going to exacerbate the problem.

3. Wildlife/Nature Conservation

The proposed development site is fields which have for some years been farmed as traditional hay meadows. They have a uniqueness in that with today's attitude of 
build now, build anywhere, forget tomorrow, it's brick and mortar that rules, they actually still exist and have not vanished from the face of the countryside. They 
provide fodder for livestock, a site for
wildlife and plants to thrive, and are the home to a colony of rare Cirl Buntings (which are assigned special protection by the Wildlife and Countryside Act being they 
are listed in the Birds of Conservation Concern (BoCC) Red list). A suite of mitigation measures may be planned but any new habitat created will not necessarily be as 
good as that already existing, and losses sadly incurred.

One could quote from numerous eminent experts and organisations on the impact that the loss of such areas has on wildlife, nature conservation, biodiversity, etc 
but the bottom line is, be the area in question green fields or hay meadows, grazed or fallow, "ONCE BUILT ON IT WILL HAVE GONE FOREVER. FACT!

Teignbridge, you should take pride in having the rural area of Buckland Barton under your stewardship. Please do not take away its identity or destroy its beauty, let 
the colony of Cirl Buntings thrive in peace, and thereby leave a legacy of an authority who could apply commonsense.
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Signed petition received - 14 signatures collected

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21543 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Please accept this as my objection on the following grounds

1.  The road from the site to Penn Inn is not of adequate width.
2.	  The development would take up a valuable green field site.
3.	  The Housing development is not easily accessible and would create an increase in car usage in a current traffic blackspot.
4.	  The hedgerows surrounding the fields in question are subject to a protection order.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21547 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

My other concern which applies to both NA4 & NA5 developments is that it does not matter how much you improve the Penn Inn roundabout and bypass the Shaldon 
road and St Marychurch road are not capable of taking any extra traffic particually the large lorries trying to pass each other.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Barratt StrategicConsultee ID: 21549 Agent: RPS Planning & Development

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

1) RPS expresses strong support for the identification of the Buckland Barton site as a non-strategic housing allocation.
2) RPS further expresses strong support for the sentiment expressed in paragraph 6.69 that sites such as Buckland Barton can come forward early in the plan period 
and ensure continued provision of much needed homes and green infrastructure. We
recommend that this commitment is expressed earlier in the strategic policies of the plan.
3) The land is controlled by Barratt Strategic. It is available for development and we look forward to discussing with Officers the mechanisms for bringing the site 
forward quickly as necessitated by the growth strategy. In the interim, we make the following comments:
4) As set out in our representations on policy WE7 we are concerned with the rigidity and implications for scheme viability and design on imposing a requirement for 
selfbuild units onsite.
5) Whilst it is readily acknowledged that the 60 homes provision is an ‘at least’ figure, it is not clear how and why such a low target has been established. In the SHLAA 

Organisation
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response to the site, a yield of 156 homes is established based on applying a density of 30dpha to a site area of 5.19ha. Evidently this is a fairly crude assessment of 
site yield (albeit entirely appropriate for the SHLLA context in which it was set) and the SHLAA goes on to state that,
“The Panel recognise that not all the site may come forward as it will be visually prominent and breach ridge lines, as a result yields need to be reduced.”
6) The landscape issues of the site are referenced at paragraph 6.71. The broad contention that part of the site is prominent in the wider landscape is acknowledged 
but there is nothing to suggest why 3ha of the 5ha site should be sterilised. This is
not consistent with the proposals map and our own evidence. Since the SHLAA does refer to a sensitive landscape, Barratt Strategic has commissioned RPS to 
undertake a robust landscape and visual assessment (LVA) to inform a development
opportunities and constraints plan. We have pleasure in submitting the LVA as part of our representations to serve as part of a growing evidence base in support of 
the allocation.
7) As part of the LVA a Landscape Framework plan has been prepared. The plan is an initial and early drawing in the development process of establishing a framework 
for a development proposal that is founded on the baseline data of the site. Its application will contribute to a development proposal that responds to the place and is 
informed by the site and the setting. The Landscape Framework establishes a high level set of landscape strategies that concentrate on the role that the site plays and 
the role that a development should have in making a positive and sensitive, well informed response to its setting. The Framework provides commentary on the 
importance of the ‘interface’ of development and open space at the northern end of the site.
8) The conclusions of the LVA have fed into the preparation of a concept masterplan for the site. The purpose of the masterplan is to demonstrate potential site 
capacity based on known constraints. As the site moves towards the planning application stage it is readily understood that the proposals will need to be subject to a 
robust public consultation exercise. Moreover, it is recognised that further work needs to be commissioned to provide a full picture of constraints, not least the 
ecology implications arising from any identified Cirl Bunting population.
9) The Concept Masterplan has been based upon a number of key site considerations which include landscape context and existing vegetation, access, drainage and 
built context. The Concept Masterplan illustrates the following positive key features:
• a sequence of spaces within the development area, including a small square and shared surface spaces fronting public open space;
• a substantial amount of public open space that would incorporate existing and new landscape planting, formal children’s play space and informal recreation areas, 
new footpaths, and drainage features;
• vehicular access off Buckland Road, with a pedestrian/cycle link connecting Buckland Road and Jellico Road;
• a simple street hierarchy with a central spine street and a diagonal street leading from that to create a strong visual axis with longer distance views;
• frontage onto all public open space areas and streets, with backing onto existing dwellings fronting Frobisher Road;
• densities to match Jellico Road and Frobisher Road along the southern and western edge, reducing in density towards the higher areas, demonstrating a consistent 
approach to density and built form to the surrounding area.
10) The masterplan shows an overall site area of 5.33ha (broadly in line with the SHLAA). When the known constraints to development are factored in, a developable 
area of 3.57ha is achieved, the residual 1.76ha being useable public open space.
The open space incorporates the necessary sustainable urban drainage solution for the site, albeit the land remains useable open space. Whilst the site characteristics 
are unlikely to afford opportunities for sports pitch provision, this is recognised at
paragraph 6.72 and offsite contributions to local facilities.
11) Applying a reasonable density of 35dpha, a site capacity of circa 120 homes is achieved.
12) In the interests of maximising the development potential of any given site in Newton Abbot, we recommend a more ambitious target for the development of the 
site is established. We look forward to discussing the site with officers soon.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 22543 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The proposals, as they are currently structured we consider to be potentially damaging to the area, the road infrastructure, wildlife and very possibly employment and 
the environment in general. Consequently we would like to see amendments to your proposed strategy. 

The roads leading to and from Pen Inn and in particular the Shaldon Road and the Marychurch Road are already over used, are in poor repair and not fit to act as main 
arterial roads. They cannot and do not cope with traffic at peak times. At certain times and especially during the tourism season we find it very difficult to travel from 
lower Netherton into Newton Abbot. Your plan would impact negatively on this and therefore could act against retailing in Newton Town Centre, tourism and 
anyone's ability to commute/travel in either direction. We are also very concerned that the essential services could take far too long to reach rural dwellers.

Long lane is effectively an eastern border between town and country. Your own document refers to this (see page 74) and we feel that the Haccombe 'valley should 
be protected in its current state, and very possibly be put forward as an area of outstanding Natural Beauty. To place houses at the end of long lane/Marychurch Road 
would distract immeasurably from this environmentally important area. The sky line would change for ever, and is wholly unacceptable. Also this area teems
with wildlife including Deer, Owls and Bats and to disturb this fine balance may lose this all important habitat for ever.
More homes at Buckland Barton would only add to the misery of commuters as already pointed out above.

In summary we accept that development has to take place, but the plan in the proposed document simply would not work. Far more consideration needs to be given 
to the ability of roads to cope with ever increasing volumes of traffic. Areas of conservation such as the Haccombe Valley and all the way through to 
Combeinteignhead and through Buckland Barton to the Teign Estuary should be protected at all cost: their current status enhanced. Building should be confined to 
areas that do
not impact on environmentally rich and sensitive countryside. There is still plenty available, we accept that is becoming more difficult to find.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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